TDF and ENENSYS partners
for innovation in targeted advertising
Press release
Paris, April 8th, 2019

TDF and ENENSYS announce the conclusion of a strategic partnership aimed at boosting the
development of innovative solutions for targeted advertising on Digital Terrestrial TV.
TDF has chosen to partner with ENENSYS Technologies, a major player in advertising insertion, to accelerate the
development of its targeted advertising solution dedicated to DTT (known as "Dynamic Ad Substitution").
TDF has developed an innovative solution for dynamic substitution advertising on DTT, thanks to the HbbTV technical
environment. In a transparent manner for the viewer, the advertising broadcast by the DTT stream is replaced by a
targeted advertisement. The first experiments of this type have already taken place in December 2018
(https://www.francetvpub.fr/actualite/tv-segmentee-francetv-publicite-1ere-regie-a-realiser-une-substitutionciblee-de-de- spot-advertising-on-the-tnt-in-HbbTV-with-tdf /). They have demonstrated the relevance of the solution.
The "Dynamic Ad Substitution" solution, developed by TDF, completes the ENENSYS offer. ENENSYS, whose technology
allows 1.5 billion television viewers to receive television, plans to facilitate the adoption of this solution to all standards
and technical environments of DTT, including the American standard ATSC3.0. It will complement ENENSYS 'AdsEdge
offering, which enables regional targeting in DTT networks and is already deployed commercially in Europe.
The partnership between TDF and ENENSYS will thus make it possible to offer an innovative and comprehensive targeted
advertising offer to all broadcasters in France, Europe and all over the world.
DTT remains a dynamic platform and one of the first modes of access to television.

Franck LANGRAND, Directeur Général, TDF Audio Visual Division, said « The gradual introduction of targeted
advertising in DTT streams is a major challenge for our customers, allowing them to marry the best of both worlds:
the power of broadcast with the ability to "tailor" digital. TDF has identified this issue very early on and has developed
a solution that is one of the most advanced on the market. Thanks to the partnership with ENENSYS, and its global
coverage of broadcast technologies, the solution will now be completely industrialized to become the reference
solution for the DTT environment worldwide. We are delighted by this partnership, which gives us the opportunity to
enhance the value of an innovation resulting from TDF's work in the service of the modernization of the audiovisual
ecosystem in France. By marketing it to its French audiovisual customers, TDF remains focused on its positioning as a
digital infrastructure operator in France. »
Régis LE ROUX, CEO and founder of ENENSYS added « Thanks to the partnership with TDF, we are integrating into
our portfolio of solutions, in the service of the actors of the diffusion, a brick of very advanced technology which we
missed for the moment and which perfectly completes it. Our mission is to support the actors of the broadcast world
to help them optimize and monetize the distribution of their content, and to adapt to the new challenges they face.
Targeted advertising is one of the new opportunities that are opening up with HbbTV, and we will help them to create
additional value from the very strong positions they occupy in the linear distribution of programs.»
About TDF
As a neutral and open infrastructure operator, TDF supports digital players in their strategic challenges of connectivity
in Metropolitan France as well as overseas. Whether for radio and DTT broadcasting, ultra-fast mobile coverage or fiber
deployment, TDF, a leader with 18,200 sites, provides its customers with business expertise, a unique and innovative
technological mix and proximity. territorial prominent. In a world that is more connected every day, TDF has been
providing telecoms and media services for more than four decades to connect the territories and the French everywhere,
faster.
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About ENENSYS
A specialist in digital video broadcasting for the broadcasting and telecom industry, based in France, the ENENSYS
Technologies Group has been offering highly innovative solutions for the actors of the media chain for fifteen years,
enabling them to efficiently distribute their content. With € 60 million invested in R & D over the last 10 years, the
Group enjoys a reputation for excellence in optimizing, securing and monetizing video streams. The solutions are
marketed through four well-known brands - ENENSYS Networks, Expway, TeamCast and TestTree - to more than 1,000
companies around the world. The Group generated proforma revenues of € 21.1 million in 2017, of which more than
90% internationally.
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François Peaucelle, General Manager
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